A theoretical and numerical study is made of the scattering of light and other electromagnetic waves from rough surfaces separating vacuum from a dielectric. The extinction theorem, both above and below the surface, is used to obtain the boundary values of the field and its normal derivative. Then we calculate the angular distribution of the ensemble average of intensity of the reflected and transmitted fields. The scattering equations are solved numerically by generating one-dimensional surface profiles through a Monte Carlo method. The effect of roughness a-and correlation distance T on the aforementioned angular distribution, as well as on the reflectance, is analyzed. Enhanced backscattering and new transmission effects are observed, also depending on the permittivity. The ratio o/T is large in all cases studied, and thus no analytical approximation, such as the Kirchhoff approximation (KA) and small perturbation methods, could a priori be expected to hold. We find, however, that the range of validity of the KA can be much broader than that previously found in perfect conductors.
INTRODUCTION
The scattering of light and other electromagnetic waves from rough surfaces is a subject of broad interest. Since the prediction of polariton localization,', 2 the appearance of experimental results with rough surfaces of controlled statistics, 3 4 and the report of new numerical methods of calculating scattering equations, 8 there has been renewed activity in both experimental and theoretical research. 9 20 In general, the phenomena studied in these papers, such as enhanced backscattering, blaze, quasiLambertian scattering, and forward scattering, are due to multiple scattering in rather high corrugations. The numerical procedures enable us to obtain new results that are not accounted for by the analytical approximations formerly used, namely, the Kirchhoff approximation (KA) and the small perturbation method. 2 4 3 ' Scattering equations, based on the extinction theorem 3 2 (ET), are solved numerically. This procedure was initially applied to perfect conductors 5 6 and later extended to real metals and dielectrics. 7 ' 8 On the other hand, recent new experiments with metal and dielectric surfaces have yielded interesting results concerning the angular distribution of diffusely reflected light,9' 0 and it is important to test the theory with those experiments as well as to predict new effects.
In the present paper we include a detailed study of scattering from both shallow and deep interfaces separating vacuum from a lossless dielectric medium {t[e(w)] > 0,
ZS[e(w)]
0, 91 and 2S denoting real and imaginary parts, respectively, and (co) being the dielectric permittivity}. For the angular distribution of mean reflected and transmitted intensities for s and p polarization, a numerical method based on the ET is developed (we choose the convention s andp for TE and TM waves, respectively). This method is similar to that of Refs. 7 and 8, the difference pertaining to the incident field, which here is assumed to be a plane wave of wavelength A instead of a Gaussian beam. Moreover, new results for the reflected and transmitted fields are obtained here. In addition, the reflectance (total normalized reflected energy) and the transmittance (total normalized transmitted energy) are calculated and show the influence of roughness on these parameters. The unitarity condition, which should hold when the reflectance and the transmittance are added, is used as a criterion of numerical consistency of the method.
We have also worked with the KA. With the use of this simpler method, the physical nature of the phenomena involved in both reflection and transmission is analyzed in some cases. Concerning light transmission, the recent theoretical predictions, supported by experimental measures (both results are shown in Ref. 19) , are submitted here to deeper research. We confirm the conjecture of Ref. 19 , according to which the range of validity of the KA is much broader for dielectrics than was previously found for perfect conductors. 6 The one-dimensional random surfaces, which are generated by the Monte Carlo method 5 '8 33 as outlined in Subsection 2.D below, possess a known Gaussian power spectrum characterized by the rms height Cr and the correlation length T of the random height. The angular distribution of the mean scattered intensity is calculated from the average over several surface samples of length L. Several angles of incidence 0, and surface parameters o-and T are considered. From those distributions, both the reflectance and the transmittance are derived, and, consequently, so is the unitarity condition. Apart from the one dimensionality of the surfaces, from which we cannot predict cross-polarized scattering (i.e., sp or ps), there are two other limitations in our results: first, the finite number of sampling points and the consequent finite length of the illuminated surface L; second, the limited number of samples over which we perform the ensemble average of the angular distribution of scattered intensities. This paper is organized as follows: In order to describe the method clearly, we present the scattering equations in Section 2; then the KA method is addressed for a dielectric interface. The numerical expressions for those equations are written at the end of Section 2 in a simple formalism. The numerical solutions obtained with the ET at two different regimes of T, namely, T > A and T < A, are addressed in Section 3. Section 3 also contains the predictions of the KA. In Section 4 a general discussion of the results is given, leading to several conclusions, which are stated in Section 5.
THEORY

A. Scattering Equations
The physical system considered is shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of a rough interface z = D(x) that depends only on the x coordinate and separates a semi-infinite vacuum
characterized by a linear, spatially uniform and isotropic, frequency-dependent dielectric constant e(z).
A linearly polarized monochromatic plane electromagnetic wave is incident from vacuum upon the surface at an angle 0 with the z axis. The components of the incident, reflected, and transmitted wave vectors are, respectively,
Kt
[e(w)]"' 2 ko(sin t, 0, -cos Ot),
and their moduli hold:
A being the wavelength of the incident plane wave. Since the surface variation occurs in the x coordinate only, there is no depolarization for either s or p incident waves; i.e., we can restrict the analysis in these cases to that of a scalar problem. Thus the electric field for s polarization (TE waves) and the magnetic field for p polarization (TM waves) have just one nonzero component: the y component. For s polarization, the incident electric vector is written as EWi)(r) = JEV') exp(iK, r).
Analogously, forp polarization, the incident magnetic vector is expressed as
where r = (x, z),j is the unit vector along OY, and E(i) and H() are complex constant amplitudes. A time-dependence factor exp(-ict) is suppressed everywhere, as is the y dependence of the vectors r, K 0 , K, and K,. 
s Polarization
In order to find the electric field, we must solve the following pair of Helmholtz equations:
The superscripts (out) and (in) mean inside vacuum and dielectric, respectively, and E(Out)(r) and E(i')(r) denote the complex amplitudes of the electric vectors, which have only a y Cartesian component. 
(la) where D(+) and D(-) denote the surface profile when ap-(lb)
proached from above (vacuum) and below (dielectric), re-(1c) spectively, and where the normal derivative a/an is a/an = ( V), f being the local outward normal vector
From the Helmholtz equations [Eqs. (6) ] and those corresponding to their respective Green functions G,(r, r') and G(r, r'), we have
Ga (r, r') = 4r8(Jr -r)E(ou t )(r'), (10a) G(r, r')Vr' 2 E(i')(r') -Ein)(r')Vr, 2 G(r, r') = 47r8(Ir -r)E(in)(r'). (lOb)
In the two-dimensional geometry associated with the onedimensional surface under consideration, the Green functions G and G are given by the zeroth-order Hankel function of the first kind:
G,(r,r') = riH")(kOfr -rl),
Now we integrate Eqs. (10) over the two semi-infinite vol-umes V and V according to the following cases:
(a) Vacuum, r' E V: By virtue of Green's theorem, the integral of Eq. (lOa) may be written as
where V means the limiting surface of the volume V, which can be divided into two parts: the rough surface z = D(x) and a hemisphere 2(') of infinite radius in the upper half-space. As a consequence, the above integral is decomposed into the contributions
dV
the random surface element dS(-) being
Taking into account that the electric vector E(`ut)(r) in the vacuum may be written as the sum of an incident and a scattered (reflected) field, E(i)(r) and E(r)(r), respectively, we express its amplitude by E(`ut)(r) = E(')(r) + E(r)(r), (16) and, recalling the radiation condition for the scattered field, we find that the integral over 2X( is (17) Note that, in the case of an incident plane wave, infinity can be reached without our leaving the vicinity of the surface; thus the Sommerfeld radiation condition cannot be expressed as usual. Then, we shall say that the scattered field satisfies the radiation condition, meaning that it is outgoing in z > Dma,, {Dm = max[D(x)]}; namely, its angular spectrum representation in z > Dma: contains only plane-wave components propagating into z > 0. This difficulty with this kind of geometry has been discussed in detail, for instance, in Ref. 36 . A configuration in which the usual radiation condition can be directly applied, however, is obtained by the localization of the surface through illumination by an incident beam instead of an (infinitely extended) plane wave.
On introducing Eqs. (14), (15) , and (17) into Eqs. (13), we obtain
(b) Dielectric, r' E V:
In contrast to what occurs in the upper half-space, no incident wave exists in the second medium. Therefore, when applying Green's theorem to the dielectric volume, we see that the integral over the lower hemisphere 1(-), equivalent to Eq. (17), vanishes by our using the radiation condition for the scattered (transmitted) field Vn), namely,
( 19) With the aid of Eq. (19) and proceeding in a similar way as we did with Eqs. (18), we obtain another two equations, which now involve the field transmitted into the dielectric Ein):
The four equations [Eqs. (18) and (20) ] enable us to obtain an exact solution for the scattering of an electromagnetic wave from a rough one-dimensional surface. Equation (18b) expresses how the incident field is extinguished inside the dielectric by sources generated over the surface on interaction with the medium. Equations (18a) and (20b) describe how these source terms create both reflected and transmitted fields, respectively.
The aim that we pursue in this paper is to obtain the angular distribution of the field E(r) E(aut) -
) and E(') = Vn) in the far zone (Irl/A >> 1). First, we define two unknown surface source functions:
where the boundary values [Eqs. (7)] have been accounted for. By introducing Eqs. (21) and (22) into Eqs. (18a) and (20a), we have (24) Of course, in Eqs. (23) and (24) OG 1
where Go and G must be used according to expressions (11) and (12): Much care for the singularities of the Hankel functions H( 3 ) and H(') has to be taken when the numerical computation of Eqs. (25) is done. Whereas the singularity of H(') for r = r' is integrable, that of H(') is not. These singularities are extracted following App. A of Ref. 6 . Once E and F are calculated from the system of coupled integral equations [Eqs. (25) ] with the singularities at r = r' extracted, we can obtain E(r) and E(t) by introducing E and F into Eqs. (18a) and (20b). Since we are interested in the far-zone intensity, we take the asymptotic expressions for the Hankel functions 37 as klr, < -r'J oo in a fixed direction. Namely, we make the expansion Jr,< -r r>,< -Ir,< r'J, r> and r< representing the moduli of the position vectors in the far vacuum and dielectric zone, respectively. Accordingly, the scattered field above the surface (reflected) and below the surface (transmitted) may be written in the form
0 and Ot being the angles of observation above the surface and below the surface, respectively (see Fig. 1 ). Note that so far no restriction has been imposed on the dielectric constant. For Eq. (26b) to be valid, the transmitted field should be propagating; i.e., (e) > 0. In any other case, the transmitted field would be evanescent, and then Eq. (26b) would be zero. On the other hand, Eq. (26a) remains valid whatever the value of E(wo) is. Besides, no assumption is made about the surface apart from its one dimensionality; concerning this point, Eqs. (25) and (26) are completely general. From now on, we will develop a formalism specific for random surfaces, which can be extended to deterministic surfaces by suppressing the statistical averages.
In practice, a finite length L of the surface is illuminated; therefore the x integral in Eqs. (25) and (26) is extended to the L interval only. Let us denote by 10 the total power flow, or integrated intensity, of the incident wave:
Io IE(') 2 L cos 0O. (27) Then the mean scattered intensities (reflected and transmitted, respectively), normalized to the incident power flow, will be Finally, by introducing expressions (26) and (27) into Eqs. (28), we obtain the normalized mean scattered intensities in the far zone for s polarization. The mean incoherent scattered intensities are easily calculated from
(30b)
On integrating the mean scattering intensities [Eqs. (28)] over every scattering angle, we derive an expression both for the total normalized reflected intensity (reflectance R) (31) and for the total normalized transmitted intensity (transmittance T)
T=-r2
Io -7r/2 (32) In the absence of absorption inside the dielectric medium [9
1
(e) > 0, Z(e) = 0], the unitarity condition must be satisfied:
p Polarization
In the case of p polarization, the Helmholtz equations for the complex amplitude of the magnetic vector, which now
has a y component only, are
the superscripts (out) and (in) having the same meaning as in Subsection 2.A.1. Also, the amplitude of the magnetic field and its derivative satisfy the following boundary conditions across the surface:
Operating as in to the case of s polarization, we finally arrive at the four equations that form the basis for our obtaining the solution of the scattering problem:
and H(1) extracted as mentioned in Subsection 2.A.1]:
Owing to the dependence of the Poynting vector on the magnetic field [Eq. (29)], the mean scattered intensities are now
(42b) which we straightforwardly calculate by taking into account the far-zone expressions for the complex amplitudes
The source functions H and L are now defined as (38) , and (39) the far fields are 
B. Kirchhoff Approximation
For the KA, also known as the physical-optics and the tangent-plane methods, it is assumed that the surface can be replaced at each point by its tangent plane. 21 23 This means that the field on the surface can be considered the addition of the incident field and the reflected field, with the use of the Fresnel coefficients. Thus, within the scope of this approach, the field and its derivative on the surface (from the vacuum side) are written as follows (cf. p. 20 of Ref. 21):
for s polarization,
with H and L being the solutions of the following coupled integral equations [of course, with the singularities of H(') for p polarization,
.. Fig. 2 . Illustration of the local angle of incidence #(x) at the tangent plane.
A being the local outward normal deviated from the 2 direction an angle a = arctan [D'(x)] and R,(x), R,(x) being the local Fresnel coefficients 3 5 R
We cos #(x) + cos t(x)
#(x) is the angle between K, and h (see Fig. 2 ), namely,
and i9,(x) denotes the local refracted angle
. (46) of the incident light. However, we shall see in Subsection 3.B that, as a result of the lower reflectivity of a dielectric interface, the range of validity of this approximation is broader for dielectric media than that accepted for perfect conductors.
C. Numerical Implementation
To date, the most accurate way to solve the scattering equations is to treat them numerically. Thus, by means of a quadrature scheme, the integration is converted into a summation, once the infinite limits of surface integration are replaced by the finite length (-L/2, L/2). Proceeding according to the numerical method described in Refs. 5-8, we sample each surface profile with N points and then convert the systems of integral equations [Eqs. (25) and (41)] into two systems of linear equations as follows:
Therefore the far-zone fields are straightforwardly obtained from Eqs. (26) and (40) 
The vectors ),l(i), E, F, H, and L have components EI), H E),E F, H., and L 0 , respectively, which are the functions E(')(x), H(L)(x), E(x), F(x), H(x), and L(x)
evaluated at each sampling point x 0 of the surface, viz.,
The matrices A and B have elements that are
From these far fields, calculated within the KA, Eqs. (28) and (42) yield the corresponding mean scattered (reflected and transmitted) intensities for s and p polarization, respectively. In conductors, the KA is constrained to surfaces whose radii of curvature are much larger than the wavelength A
I is the unit matrix whose elements are
The elements Am(' ) and B (°) of A(o) and B(o) are also defined from expressions (55) but with the use of the vacuum dielectric constant (E = 1) instead of e. Observe that the aforementioned singularities at vanishing arguments of the Hankel functions, which occur in the main diagonal of the matrix, have been rigorously integrated. Although the singularity of H(') is not integrable in principle, it actually becomes so if we consider the factor that multiplies it. By replacing the integration by a summation in Eqs. (26) and (40), we obtain, for s polarization [Eqs. (28) 
Notice that, since the final results are rigorously normalized, the complex amplitudes V) and H(') are omitted in all the numerical expressions.
D. Random Rough Surface Model
The surface profile function z = D(x) is statistically homogeneous and isotropic assumed to be a random process (1) A mean deviation from z = 0; that is,
(2) Normal statistics with rms deviation a given by
(64) (3) A Gaussian correlation function c(X) whose width defines a correlation length T as
The surface profiles are generated by the Monte Carlo method used in Ref. 33 and further developed in Refs. 5-8. This procedure transforms a sequence of random numbers, uniformly distributed between (0,1) and directly generated by the computer into a sequence (typically of 105 numbers) with normal statistics, zero mean, and unity variance. The appropriate surface-profile sequence with Gaussian correlation function is obtained after the former sequence is correlated with a Gaussian function. For each sample of length L of the surface profile, the scattered intensities are calculated by considering plane waves incident at angles 00, -00 (where 00 takes on a few values, typically 00, 10°, 20°, 30°, 400, 500, 600, and 70°).
The angular distribution of intensity calculated for -00 can be regarded as the mirror image of that resulting from a plane wave incident at 00 upon the surface. Hence, in this way, we double the effective number of samples over which the average is made. For normal incidence, this procedure is equivalent to that of the symmetrization of the resulting mean distribution. Nevertheless, since the asymmetry proves to be almost insignificant, this symmetrization does not significantly alter the accuracy of the average. Calculations were carried out on a CDC Cyber 180/855. For the sake of both speed and memory, 220 and 250 sampling points have been chosen for each sample of length L for the ET method and the KA, respectively. The number of effective samples (2N 0 ) over which the average is made varies between 200 and 400, depending on the roughness regime studied. Typical values assigned to the length L of each sample are between 20A and 40A, depending on T. 
Numerical Results
A. Results from the Extinction Theorem
Correlation Length Larger Than the Wavelength (T > A)
In order to verify the adequacy of our solution, we perform calculations with o-, T and E(tu) equal to those used in the experiments in Ref. 9 (T = 4.69A, o-= 1.86A, e = 1.991). In Fig. 3 the mean reflected intensity, for both s and p polarization, versus the observation angle 0 above the surface is plotted for three different angles of incidence. The shape of the experimental curves (see Fig. 3 of Ref . 9) is fairly well reproduced (apart from a normalization factor) in Fig. 3 , although there are some quantitative discrepancies in the shoulders of these curves that are probably due to the finite record L and the differences in estimation of a and T in theory and experiment. The authors of Refs. 8 and 38 have also obtained similar results, supporting our observations above that there is no appreciable difference between the assumption of an incident plane wave and that of a Gaussian beam. As seen in Fig. 3 , there is a clear difference between the angular distribution of scattered intensity under s and p polarizations; whereas the former is more concentrated toward the specular direction, the latter varies less markedly with the angle of incidence and it is skewed toward the backscattering direction. In this regime of correlation length, another value of T has been analyzed (T = 3.16A). The rms deviation a takes on two different values (a = 0.5A and Cr = 1.9A), and the dielectric permittivity is raised artificially from 2.04 to 7.5.8 Figure 4 shows the mean reflected intensity at incidence 6O = 00, 100 from two dielectric interfaces ( = 2.04 and = 7.5) with the same roughness (-= 1.9A and T = 3.16A). A peak in the retroreflection direction appears for the greatest value of e, being larger for s polarization. No backscattering peak is obtained for e = 2.04 even though the roughness is exactly the same. This is in agreement with the results displayed in Refs. 7 and 8, in which an incident Gaussian beam stands for the incident field. As we discuss in greater detail in Section 4, the appearance of the backscattering peak for = 7.5 is due to the existence of multiple scattering caused by the higher reflectivity of this surface.
On the other hand, the mean transmitted intensity below the surface versus the angle of observation 0t reveals a new effect of light transmission that has been satisfactorily confirmed by recent measurements 9 ; this effect is seen in Fig. 5 for e = 2.04 (a = 1.9A and T = 3.16A):
The mean transmitted intensity is concentrated and exp waves N,=400 -------s waves N=400
.'2.5 hibits a peak at an observation angle Ot' greater than the angle given by Snell's law of refraction over the mean plane z = 0 (dotted vertical line). Ot increases with 00, and it can be equal to or even larger than the straightthrough angle 00 (the little mark at the upper right of Fig. 5 ). While the distribution is narrow for e = 2.04, it becomes wider for e = 7.5. This point is further analyzed in Section 4. If we decrease the rms deviation (a = 0.5A), the coherent part of the distribution of transmitted light produces a large peak at the specular angle of refraction, namely, that given by the aforementioned Snell law, and the remaining diffuse component narrowly stretches around this direction (see Fig. 6 ). The distribution of reflected light (Fig. 7) , which has no appreciable coherent contribution, resembles a Gaussian function with its maximum orientated toward the specular angle. The shape of this distribution reminds us of the analytical solution of the KA for perfect conductors 6 ; in fact, as is discussed in Section 4, the KA is valid in this case.
It is interesting to study the influence of roughness when light incides at the Brewster angle (0, = arctan\Fe) over the mean plane z = 0. In Fig. 8 the mean reflected intensities for 00 = arctann/'_0 = 550 and T = 3.16A are represented for both r = 0.5A and ar = 1.9A. The distribution of reflected light for p polarization, ar being 0.5A, although significantly much smaller than that for s polarization, proves to be nonnegligible. Therefore, owing to the roughness, no total transmission takes place at this angle under p polarization, but remarkable differences between s and p polarizations still arise. Notice that no evidence of the Brewster angle is found for larger Cr [the numerical calculation of Fig. 8(b) , however, fails to yield accurate results for 0, larger than 50°]. The reflectance versus the angle of incidence is shown in Fig. 9 for o-= 0 (plane surface), o = 0.5A, and or = 1.9A (T = 3.16A and E = 2.04). The zero in the reflectance obtained under p polarization for a plane surface at the Brewster angle becomes a nonzero minimum when or is increased to a= 0.5A, which finally disappears for large roughness (a = 1.9A). Also note the increase in the reflectance for s polarization as the roughness grows at lower angles of incidence and the opposite effect at larger values of 0,, manifested by the crossover of the curves. As seen in Fig. 9 , for p polarization this crossover of reflectances makes the variation with o-and 00 more complicated. If the plane surface were infinite, there should be no distinction between s and p polarization in the reflectance under normal incidence (see the Fresnel coefficients, Ref. 35 ). Since we use our method also to obtain the reflectance from a plane surface, the finite length of the surface profiles produces an edge effect that makes both ref lectances at normal incidence noncoincident. However, this difference is within the range of the numerical error.
Subwavelength Correlation Length (T < A)
Here the surface parameters of = T = 0.2A (E = 2.04) have been investigated. In spite of the great ratio afT, the unitarity condition displays a negligible error (less than 2%), and transmission takes place predominantly at the specular angle (Snell's law). If we subtract this strong coherent part, which is equal for both polarizations, from the total transmitted intensity, a diffuse part is obtained (Fig. 10 ) that is broader for s than forp polarization. Unlike the transmitted field, the reflected wave shows qualitative differences between both polarizations. Figure 11 illustrates this point. The mean incoherently reflected intensities resemble those calculated for perfect conductors (cf. Fig. 4 of Ref. 6); namely, it exhibits a smooth skewness toward the backscattering direction for p polarization but not for s polarization. The specular peak grows with increasing angle of incidence. As is evident from the reflectance (Fig. 12) , the Brewster angle (O = 550), which does exist for a plane, does not define for this roughness an angle of incidence with lack of reflected light for p polarization. Of course, if were gradually lowered, the reflectance for p polarization at incidence 0,, = 550 would decrease from its actual value to zero for r = 0; note the curves for a plane surface, i.e., the Fresnel coefficients in Fig. 12 .
B. Results from the Kirchhoff Approximation
The KA gives an analytical solution to the scattering problem for perfectly conducting surfaces. When a finite dielectric constant is considered, owing to the Fresnel coefficient's dependence on the surface coordinates, numerical computation is needed. We have outlined this KA numerical solution in Section 2, given by introducing Eqs. (59)- (62) (33)] is also calculated so we can check the accuracy of this approach.
It is well known that, since the KA considers specular reflection at the local tangent plane, it takes into account only single scattering. Furthermore, for this approximation one assumes that each scattering event occurs in a precise manner, with the use of the Fresnel coefficients. This idea can be understood in mathematical terms by looking at the equations obtained in Section 2: The KA constitutes a first-order solution to the exact equations [Eqs. (18a) and (20b) or Eqs. (36a) and (37b) ]. In addition, the fields and their derivatives at each point of the surface are worked out from the corresponding Fresnel coefficients [see Eqs. (43) and (44)]. By virtue of the aforementioned reasons, one would expect that, as in a conductor, the surface should have a radius of curvature large compared with the wavelength for the plane-tangent approach involved in the KA to be reliable. However, if e is small, single scattering may be also observed with more independence of T and This effect occurs because little radiation is reflected back after the first hit so as to permit a second scattering event. We shall see this effect in what follows.
For a comparison with the ET solutions (Figs. 6 and 7), we have chosen = 0.5A, T = 3.16A, and e = 2.04. Figures 13 and 14 show the mean incoherently transmitted intensity and the mean reflected intensity, respectively. The agreement, as expected, is excellent, the error being less than 2% for angles of incidence below 600 (at incidence Scattering angle (degrees) 90 mation drastically fails to be valid above 40° incidence and at angles of observation larger than 500. For T < A, as for conductors, the value of o requires of << T for the KA to work. For instance, for Cr = T = 0.2A and e = 2.04, the KA completely fails for reflected waves. Concerning transmission, only the case of p polarization approaches the correct result for 0 < 200.
DISCUSSION
We have seen that the phenomenon, theoretically predicted and experimentally observed,' 9 of light transmission through rough dielectric surfaces around the forward direction, is also obtained by means of the KA (Fig. 15) . This effect does not appear for surfaces with small correlation lengths (see Fig. 10 ). It can, however, be interpreted within the geometrical-optics approach, even though this is only an approximate way of explaining the scattering from surfaces whose roughness is greater than the wavelength. According to this picture, although light incides at a certain angle 0 with respect to the z direction, the local angle of incidence [eU(x) in Fig. 2 ] is smaller than the global angle 0 for most of the illuminated surface points, #(x) thus being even zero or negative. The local Fresnel coefficients and Snell's law thus give a refraction at each sampling point much closer to the forward direction than in the plane interface case. The relatively small dielectric constant ensures that light is not reflected back after the first hit with the interface and thus ing to which the angular distribution of transmitted light is concentrated at angles closer to the forward direction than what is predicted by Snell's law in a plane interface, is reproduced by means of the KA, as shown in Fig. 15 . On the other hand, Fig. 16 includes the mean reflected intensity, which can be directly compared with the ET plot (Fig. 3) and the experimental measures 9 ; the approxi- Angle of incidence (degrees) as Fig. 9 from 240 samples versus 0O, for = and e = 2.04. The reflectance from a plane is is not multiply scattered, since the contribution of the waves reflected from single scattering that could be scattered again is negligible (see the Fresnel coefficients in Fig. 9 ). Adding all these particular rays, we obtain a narrow distribution centered at an angle of transmission larger than the one predicted by Snell's law for a plane surface z = 0. This phenomenon, which is due to single scattering and high slope, is possible only in surfaces with high transmissivity (low E) and T > A. Large rms deviation is also required for this effect to be appreciable; for instance, = 0.5A (see Fig. 6 ) is not large enough.
By artificially raising e, we increase the reflectivity; hence double-scattering events take place, and this produces a broadening of the distribution of transmitted light, which no longer peaks in a precise direction (see Fig. 5 for e = 7.5). This higher reflectivity at larger e also explains the backscattering peak observed within this regime of or and T for perfect conductors, 5 ' 6 ' 2 0 real metals, 3 4 
7 -' 0 and dielectrics 8 with high e. The diagrammatic approach of Refs. 3,4, and 20 describes how the backscattering phenomenon can be understood in terms of double or multiple scattering. The results presented above (Fig. 4) show a backscattering peak for a dielectric constant large enough to enhance doubly scattered reflected energy. As a matter of fact, since the reflectance is considerably smaller for p waves than for s waves, the peak is lower for p polarization. Therefore we can infer that the broadening of the distribution of transmitted light is intimately related to the enhancement in the retroreflection direction of the distribution of reflected light. Both effects depend on double-or multiple-scattering processes. Of course, we are referring to surfaces with large correlation length and large roughness but o-T. For real metals and perfect conductors, the much larger reflectance gives rise to a much higher peak of backscattering, which is almost equal for both polarizations.
Keeping the geometrical-optics picture in mind, we may easily understand the disappearance of the Brewster effect: Surface roughness implies that the local angle of incidence takes on a range of values about the overall angle of incidence under consideration. As a consequence, even though light is incident at the Brewster angle with respect to the average plane, e.g., Go = 550 in Fig. 9 , light is actually reflected at many points of the surface according to the corresponding local angle of incidence. This effect becomes more apparent-as increases (see Fig. 8 ). The reflectance curves (Fig. 9 ) support this explanation. We can qualitatively account for the behavior of the reflectance at each 0 by averaging the Fresnel coefficients over a certain interval of angles around 0; the rougher the surface, the wider the interval. This also explains why for lower angles of incidence the reflectance for = 1.9A is greater than that for = 0.5A.
If the correlation length is smaller than the wavelength, several valleys and hills may be included within one wavelength. Therefore scattering cannot be explained as a local interaction between rays and plane pieces of surface. Perturbation techniques 2 4 -3 ' have been widely applied for this regime. Although the mathematical series thus obtained converges only when << T, the physical interpretation involved in these methods is useful. The surface roughness produces a decrease of the specular peak and a consequent increase of the diffuse component in both reflection and transmission. These effects increase with r and decrease with 0 (see Figs. 10 and 11) . The qualitative behavior of the mean reflected intensity (Fig. 11) does not differ too much from that for perfect conductors, 5 6 except for the p-polarized specular peak not observed for metallic surfaces. Scattering angle (degrees) Fig. 16 . Same as Fig. 3 with the KA. Fig. 5 , although E is slightly different in these figures (we have plotted only a few of our computer results; when E is the same as in Fig. 15 , the coincidence with the KA is total). Hence the criterion depends on the dielectric constant too. The relevant point is the relative importance of the multiple-scattering contribution. Thus, if E ensures that the largest part of the incident energy is transmitted through the surface after a single scattering event, multiple scattering will hardly contribute to the mean intensities, even though the surface is very rough (v ' T). It should be remarked, however, that, for reflection, although the criterion of Ref. 6 is still restrictive for dielectrics, the KA yields worse results than those for transmission at larger angles of incidence and observation, as depicted in Fig. 16 .
CONCLUSIONS
From the results obtained in this paper, some important conclusions can be drawn concerning the scattering of light and other electromagnetic waves from rough random dielectric surfaces:
(1) The anomalous refraction encountered for T > A and large or is due to single scattering. For this reason, the KA yields a good account of this effect.
(2) The broadening of the distribution of transmitted light for T > A when E is increased (the reflectance then growing with e) is due to double-and higher-order scattering events. The backscattering peak appearing in the mean reflected intensity is also produced by multiple scattering. The larger reflectance of the s-polarized waves implies a stronger enhancement in the retroreflection direction for this polarization. Therefore this enhanced backscattering appears in the same surfaces in which the broadening of the transmitted light distribution occurs.
(3) The Brewster effect disappears as a is gradually increased. The reason is the net contribution from points on the surface at which light is locally incident at angles different from this overall Brewster angle. Curves showing the reflectance (Fig. 9) versus the angle of incidence demonstrate this point. The same argument explains why the reflectance increases with c.
(4) The range of validity of the KA is broader for dielectrics than for perfect conductors. Also, this adequacy of the KA for dielectrics is much wider for transmission than for reflection. Since the dielectric transmits practically all the incident energy in the first scattering events, the contribution from multiple scattering is almost negligible even for relatively high roughness parameters. However, like that in perfect conductors, the KA fails at T < A unless o << T.
(5) Surfaces with small T produce a diffusely transmitted component that increases with c-values; the specular peak decreases.
The numerical method used here, based on the ET, thus is revealed as a useful tool to solve the scattering from rough random dielectric surfaces.
Finally, we note the recent paper
